New Gusher Spurs Oklahoma City Fight
To Restrict Encroachment Of Oil Wells

Oklahoma City—This city last week witnessed the greatest oil well disaster to date when a gusher that was expected to produce 1,200 barrels a day exploded, killing 12 men and injuring 150 others.

The latest oil well explosion in Oklahoma City was sparked by a gusher that was expected to produce 1,200 barrels a day. The explosion was so violent that it threw debris for miles around, killing 12 men and injuring 150 others. The well was located in the oil-rich Osage County.
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A little improvement on nature

MAYBE the finest grapes do hang the highest.
Maybe the sweetest nuts are the hardest to crack.
Maybe every rose does have its thorn.

But—the best merchandise, the best values, the best buying opportunities, are the ones that are the easiest to discover today.

This little improvement on nature can be credited to the advertisements that appear in your daily paper. Their function is to make the best possible use of the available space to advertise the great values, the most improved merchandise and the greatest satisfaction for the money you spend.

People in small communities such as mine are often not aware of the best buying opportunities, the ones that are the easiest to discover today.

And advertisements tell us how and where to find the greatest satisfaction for the money we spend.